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Skills Summary
• Languages: HTML, CSS, SCSS, JavaScript, TypeScript, Python, Java, SQL, GraphQL, C
• Frameworks: ReactJS, NextJS, NodeJS, Vue.JS, Express, Prisma, TailwindCSS, ChaiJS, Mocha
• Tools: Docker, GIT, PostgreSQL, MySQL, Postman
• Platforms: Linux, Web, Windows, AWS
• Soft Skills: Blogging, Time Management
Experience
• A.live Remote

ReactJS Developer Intern Sep 2022 - Dec 2022
◦ Leveraged React.js to actively contribute to the development of multiple functional components for the website.
◦ Integrated web3.js to facilitate seamless interaction with the Ethereum, blockchain ecosystem, while alsoimplementing NFT minting functionality.
◦ Migrated the React website to Next.js for server-side rendering and etc., resulting in enhanced SEO and faster
load times.

◦ Worked with Strapi, an open-source headless CMS, to leverage its backend capabilities for custom functions and
API integration. calls.

• Digi-K Labs Remote
Software Developer Intern Aug 2022 - Oct 2022

◦ Worked on an open-source npm package in Vue.js with over 750+ weekly downloads.
◦ Innovated an icon picker component compatible with both Vue 2.x and Vue 3.x.
◦ Developed a fully-fledged website for their form builder tool used by many users - formstudio.io
◦ Built over 40+ generic, customizable, props-driven, and fully responsive components.

• Devsnest Remote
Frontend Developer - Mentor, Contributor Aug 2022 - Oct 2022

◦ Devsnest is an community with over 21k+ students providing mentorship, guidance, and resources to studentsthrough a peer learning-driven mindset.
◦ Mentored and solved Doubts of over 50+ students in the Community.
◦ Implemented over 30+ practice questions for their recent Full Stack Developer Bootcamp
◦ Tested, Debugged, and Revamped code in each question.
◦ Write over 50+ test-cases using Chai.js andMocha to test questions.

Projects
• Stellar Store - Explore, Shop, and Elevate Your Premium E-Commerce Experience: Led the end-to-end development of a cutting-edgee-commerce platform using Next.js 13, Tailwind CSS, and seamless Stripe integration, delivering a user-centric shoppingexperience. Orchestrated a dynamic e-commerce solution by building a comprehensive dashboard with Next.js 13’s API directory,seamlessly fetching and presenting data on our frontend, creating a streamlined and responsive user interface.
• Supafyi - Discover, Create, and Enjoy Your Own Songs: Developed an application imitating the Spotify design using Next.js 13 and

TailwindCSS for navigation and visually appealing styling. Integrated Supabase for user authentication, preferences storage, andsong data retrieval. Implemented secure payment transactions within the application by integrating the Stripe payment gatewayAPI. Created custom functionalities such as user authentication, song uploadation, song search, and playback controls to mimic theSpotify’s core features.
• Genius - AMulti-Tool AI Generation Project: Led a project using five different AI generation tools, powered by OpenAI and

Replicate API, built with Next.js 13, Tailwind CSS, and Stripe for payments. Combined advanced AI tools like image, video, music,code, and text generation to create an innovative suite of applications.
Education
• Maharaja Agrasen Institute of Technology Delhi

Bachelor of Technology - CGPA 8.1 2021 - 2025

• Geeta Sr. Sec. School No.2 Delhi
High School 2019 - 2021
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